The database was to decide on the matter: what was the correct outcome after 4 . ... Qxc7. Since time was very short, I found myself constraint to ignore the endgames arising after promotion of the Pawn. For convenience of reporting the strongest side has been relabeled White so that KQKRP was in fact to be constructed. Failing analysis of the promotion I arbitrarily declared the game to be drawn when Black can promote his Pawn without White being able to capture the promotee (leading to a winning position) in the very first subsequent ply. This, of course, places additional artificial constraints on White's choice of moves; as a consequence the database thus constructed records some winning positions wrongly as draws. This drawback did not prevent the database from demonstrating Bazlov's study to be a win for Black in that author's terms. Hence, the database proved that the published draw by stalemate was in fact a win for Bazlov's Black.
As a curiosity arising out of the same database, we present a KQKRP position where 80 moves are required to win (subject to an incomplete analysis of converted positions leaving some doubt as to its optimality). The position quoted is given in Diagram 2.
As long as White's King is this far from the Queenside, he cannot allow Black to move the Pawn. Therefore he must check with the Queen until a position arises where the Pawn temporarily cannot move. Then White moves his King one square, and the whole procedure is repeated. After 27 moves the King arrives at f6, and now Black gains control of the e-file with his Rook to prevent White's King from getting closer. After another 26 moves a position arises which can be found in Cheron (1969) as no. 1445c, and which is wrongly asserted to be a draw by that author. Twelve moves later, notwithstanding, White has achieved Cheron's winning position no. 144Sb. 
